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OFERATIONS RESEARCH 

On the evening of Oct . 9, Mr . Hinnrichs gave to the college comm.unity a 

lecture entit led noPERATIONS RESEARCH 11 o .R 1 as I shall hereafter refer to the 

project, is composed of a large and varied group of scientifically trained men 

whose job it is to be the components of a smaller group which pools its resources 

to solve a given problem They must be able to apply their specific techniques 

i n such a manner that their r esults are of cash value t o their clients. This 

11 being of cash value 1 means that since they are efficiency experts 1 their recommen

dations must result in efficiency This review will examine the procedure of a 

group of research~observers, op=searchers, noting how the subsequent synthesis 

of data supplied by t hat analysis results in the solution of the problem at hand 

In a given business it may happen t hat a responsible executive finds that in 

orde:r to- keep in business with hi s competitors he must radically change his procedure 

in the making of a particular part of his product To accomplish this end, he sees 

that it is necessary to find a new and more economical use of his present personnel > 

or even to get some new machinery . There is J of course ,, a definite cost-limit over 

which he cannot go . The wise analysis of the problem, with a view to making the 

practical choice of alternatives.i is a job that the op-searchers are well qualified 

to carry on . This being a fairly typical problem~ the organizing agency at 0-R. 

selects from its files of technicians on call~ a team which> at first sight at least~ 

is qualified to handle the intricacies of the problem.. In this case the team would 

most probably consist of a man who would accurately record the motions of the 

personnel at their machines so that he would. have the necessary data to send to 

another member of the team) a rne.thematician . This man would so analyze the findings 

of the first, t hat he could accurately judge if there were an appreciable amount of 

wasted effort on the part of the personnel _ Then these findings are sent to still 

another member of the t eam who would see if a new method of working at the already 

existing equipment ' could be found .. If so 1 the question would arise as to whether 
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or not this change was sufficient f or the needs of' the particular case ~ If 

not, then engineers would be contacted who would draw up plans for a machine 

fitting the given qualifications, The cost of' such a me.chine would then be 

reckoned by a cost-accountant$ and the final results of the whole procedure 

would be turned over to the client 1 these results being the factors governing 

his future choice c) 

The above example shows what i.t means for a team of men with certain nec

essary techniques at their disposal to employ these techniques so that they 

are able to give possible solutions to problems that men run up against in the 

course of action~, These techniques are of special interest for they allow the 

experts, so-called, to couch the findings of others in such a manner that 

these data are susceptible of a quantitative~ statistical analysis p The above 

example also serves to illustrate the need of tea..'1!Work as well as what the 

elements of the final analysis are - those things susceptible of a guantitative, 

statisti£~, analysis Q This need for teamwork seems to arise naturally from 

the great complexity of the problems to which the diverse technologies of the 

modern world gives rise ~ Only as teams can men possibly have the know-how that 

the complex nature of the problems at hand call for~ 

In such an example as the one above, say in a $10,000,000 a year business ~ 

there seems to be very l'ttl 1 f · 1 e P ace or questions concerning the necessity of 

such complex organizations as O ~ R v It does seem to me appropriate, however, to 

ask whether to see~ an organization which has as its tools of analysis~ math

ematics in the wider sense of the word, and quantitative statistics in partic

ular~ with the end of asldng for aid in the solving of questions of education 

and morality is validc The U<, 8 0 government has asked O'i'Ro: for its aid on a 

number of occasions0 Again~ educators have employed the methods of o . R~ in 

trying to solve the age-old problem of truancy in the school$ o To say that 
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both areas of human endeavor do admit to the analysis of t,he mod8rn scierit.ist JI 

that of mathematics, is to deny certaj_n things regarding the capacity of men to 

see certain things for himself, as well as to say that he is partlyJ at least ~ of 

such a nature that he can be symbolized in the manner that eJ.gebra calls for " I 

think that both of these things are taken for granted by those who call upon O ~ R ~ 

and those in O') R,,, as well as those ~hose brain-child O~Re is ., 

It seems to me that the above men have dedded that onl:y: through experience, 

that is in living and acting around men, does any man gain prudence.. It is indis

putible that experience is a necessary part of that discipline t.hat leads one to 

prudence o I do not think that the Op-searchers admj_t that there are any other 

elements involved~ What they do think is very well expressed ~y Hobbes in the first 

part of his book, nLEVIATHANn, and I quote ; '~And t,herefore he that has had most 

experience in any kind of business , has most signs, whereby to guess at the future 

time; and consequently, is the most prudent : and so much more prudent than he that 

is new in that kind of business, as not to be equalled by any advantage of natural 

or extemporaa ~t: though many young men think to the contrary .~n I stress this 

quote where I do because I think that the point of it lies in a certain low evalua-

tion of the power of the intellect to see into the natures of things " In this 

point, at least, Hobbes and the men connected with O~R ~ are in perfect agreement 4 

The prime example of this in the activities of 0 -a.R _, is the preoccupation with the 

'team' ~ For to see as necessary, to solve all the probl ems of men, several 'experts' 

who have at their disposal all of the experience of the laboratory expeTiments, is 

really nothing but to affirm the truth of the proverb that itwo heads are better 

than onea
0 

This certainly according to Hobbes and, as it seems to me , also accord-

ing to the men in 0
0
R 

9 
means that irrespective of how good any one head might beJ 

two less good heads » two having more experience than one, are better than one ~ To 

say that men are so illiberally endowed 'With the tools to see that a group must 
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tackle any problem if it is to be solved sucessfully~ is a strange kind of 

assumption for these men to makeo Hobbes, at least~ saw a great many of the 

problems involved in saying either that men could or could not knowc It was 

clear from the lecture that Mr ~ m.nnrichs had not made ·t.hat search into the 

problem that is necessary if the answer is to be one based on more than the 

existing mode of opinion" It is inctun1:Jent upon all of us to make a very 

thorough search for tru.th. 9 and.9 not finding it~ then to say that perhaps there 

is this incapacity in men, before we can go along with the prejudices that 

those of O ~R. seem to haveo Also it is necessary for us to u..~derstand a great 

deal about mathematics before we can concur with some of the applications that 

O.R. has made. The role of the algebra in the mathematical part of the analy~ 

sis is a great one for a good reasone Descartes says in the flRegulaev~ that 

algebra is a 0 compendious abbreviation of those objects that present themselves 

to our external sightn. Does this not fit in very well with the need for 

experience? For with these abbreviations, one man 9 at a glance, can have the 

sight of ten times the number of things that one can have of these same things 

seen in their unabbreviated form. 3 

With all these adverse criticisms it seems only fair that I point out some 

alternative method of making that .accilrate analysis 'that must precede ·a -wise 

decision~ OcRe stands under fire mainly because it seems to be based upon 

certain assuinptions concerni_ng very importan't matters, assumptions which are 

not wholly warrented. For to begin by ·saying that we men are incapable-· of 

seeing Rbeyond our noses» is a serious mistake a Anyone who knows any geometry

at all knows some things about the analitical method 0 He at least knows that if 

one starts without a statement~ although that statement may be denied for the . 

sake of the subsequent reductio ad absi.lrdump he is not going to find-out a 

great deal. The tools that the men have at their disposal. at O~R0 are such 

. . 
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that they imply the lack of a Rstatement u; i 0 e 0 that man can know~ or that he 

can analyze a human problem and subsequently make a prudent decisiona That the 

tools at their disposal imply this denial I think I can show by a quote from 

Hobbes that seems particularly relevant ~ An alternative approach that does not 

make this mistake shall be given by a quote from the dialogue, t.he i!pHAEDOn o 

HOBBES: nFor words are but wise men's counters, they do but reckon by them: but 

they are the money of fools, that value them by the authority of an Aristotle~ a 

Cicero, or a Thomas , or any other docto whatsoever 1 IF BUT A MAN .. n 

S~RATES: "It seemed to me to be necessary to take refuge in logos, seeking there 

for the truth of things which are, &•Qalthough I do not wholly grant that one who 

is examining things there is looking at them in an image rather than in actualli ty"' it 

We must all make our choice @ Which is the correct one I cannot say" I can say, 

however, that the former one involving us as it does in the tradition of Hobbes, 

and therefore of fear, makes the latter a hard choicea I myself prefer to think of 

the cosmos as ·an ordered place, and therefore a friendly one, than as a place where 

all things are apart from one another; This includes men apart from other men as 

well as men apart from the ideas® 

--~Richard Carter 



6 REVOLUTION AND REBELLION 

There has from the beginning of the N p b ew rograrn een a revolutionary 

atmosphere on the Sta John's campus In the 1930~s 1 the John Dewey progressive 

education theories had very real and very practical control of most of American 

primary and secondary education, and the practice of the theories was beginn-

ing to appear in many colleges and universities (. Progre sive education in 

beginnings was a radical attempt to include the new natural sciences into its 

the liberal arts tradition From a slightly more remote and inclu~ive point 

of view~ progressive education was a chapter in the development of ttscientific 

methodtt.. The power of the natural sciences in controlling nature was so great 

that a large segment of first, the intellectuals, and following them, the 

larger pa.rt of our middle class societyp was seduced into believing that man~s 

control of himself and his inner destiny was merely a matter of the proper 

application of laboratory methodo If we could only find the secret of the 

laboratory technician as he took down his date ,, found a mathematical pattern, 

and formulated a law of nature, we should be able to control ourselves ~ John 

Deweyts analysis of ethics is essentially an attempt to abstract procedures 

from the laboratory processes and to apply them to human conduct ~ It was 

believed :r and not entirely without reason~· that the most absorbing human 

affairs were practical affairs and were consequently subject to experiment ~ 

The rise of ·psychology as a matural and experimental science gave great additi

onal weight to this view~ Many events of h~n behavior can be illuminated by 

the behavior of rats in a mazeo But progressive education forgot one great 

lesson of the tradition :;; the levels of meaning and the '•likely story••, and it 

was the great insight of Scott Buchanan and Stringfellow Barr that this must 

be restored to educationa The essence of this insight is based on a paradox, 

t he e~pacity of the human mind to know the truth and to know at the same time 

at i t cannot completely formulate that tr;th~ Insight is the essential 
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character of knowing, and no system of symbols can guarantee that insight will 

occur~ But since we demand of ourselves that we know the truth and yet realize 

that we cannot guar antee that it will be passed on to others~ what are we to do? 

And indeed how do we discover it ourselves? How can one educate or be educated? 

The great practical wisdom of the founding fathers of the New Program 

instinctively furnished the answer - by a revolutiona Revolution i s more than a 

movement in opposition to the status quo0 It is the inevitable spilling over of 

a genuine insight into the realm of pract ical affairs o The course of a real revolu= 

tion follows a line of development which I think can 9 in g~neral 9 be traced~ and in 

terms of which one might almost be able to judge the revolutionary character of any 

given series of events" I should like to sketch in this development and to use it 

as a critique of practical judgment about the last fifteen year s at St ~· John's~ 

The cause of a revolution is an insight ~ I want to use this term in its full 

strength Insight is an intellectual .virtue and a revolution is at its conceptionp 

intellectualo As a revolutionary movement comes to be born~ it overflows the limits: 

of strict intellectuality and becomes political in the most gener al sense of that 

word$ that is the revolution becomes a practical program~ The organization of the 

practical program has for its model the internal order of the original insight e The 

context of feeling which surrounds the insight is one of discovery rather than fabri= 

cation and manufacture& There is the sense that the so called new idea has been right 

in front of you all time, and that the strange thing is that it has r emained invisible 

and undiscovered for so long ~ When one sees the idea there is no question of what 

it means~ or of how it is to be interpreted0 The idea is what it appears to be and 

if it is not i mmediately seen to be what it is, then either it is not being seen 

or it is not a true revolutionary insight o The question wrs it true?'ll i s never a 

formula with which to begin the investigation of the idea~ The idea~ once seenp is 

immediately apprehended and there are only two possible reactions = either a judgment 
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is made that the idea exists , that is to say that it is true; or one must 

judge t hat it is not an idea, that it has no existence 1 and that it is con~ 

sequently false in the only way an idea can be false, that is~ it i.s an 

illusionr, 

Then, the revolutionary idea overflows the limits of strict intellectuality 

and becomes a convictionv conviction demands action, and a program of action 

naturally develops from the pattern of the original idea, just as the theorems 

of Euclid naturally flow from the basic assumptions of the definitions] axioms, 

and postulateso And wherever there is conviction there is devotion, and for 

the devout there are no possible half-way measures The devout revolutionary 

will not admit a lukewarm comrade in arms o Whoever is not for the revolution 

i s against it; and those who are against it must be blind} for the idea re

quires only to be seen to be understood, and ·only to be understood to be 

acted upon. And so all who are concerned take up arms; there are only friends 

and enemies .~ 

The development of a revolutionary idea into a revolutionary movement is 

spontaneous , if the idea is vigorous c. The discovery that levels of meaning 

and the likely story were quintessential parts of a liberal arts education 

simply demanded that they be restored to educationo They exist in only the 

greatest works of the western tradition/) Thus these must be studied ,) As a 

matter of fact, the initial form or the new program has a rather clear gen

etic history., But in retrospect 9 the use of the great books as texts seems 

inevitable o But that they should be read in historical order, that tutorials~ 

seminar s; laboratories, and lectures should assume the rorm they did, was not 

inevitablee. These c.l::taracteristics or the program were merely initial instru

ments that were not contrary to the revolutionary idea ~ As we began to read 

the books ~ new devices seemed almost to suggest themselves, and it -was known 
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from the beginning that no particular set of tricks 'Jf the trade were essential 

to the success of the revolution The sole function of annual eBsays 3 don ra.ys9 

oral and enabling exams, senior theses and all such characteristic Sto JollllRs 

devices was to assist in the reading of the books~ As they -more or less success= 

fully fulfilled this function , certain devices were discarded or imprmred, and 

other instruments were contrived and added~ 

One of the most striking aspects of the revolution was a sense of the 

irrelevance of all other activities Q At times this seemed to degenerate into a 

graceless snobbism, but at its best it was devotion to an idealy A frequent 

criticism of St " John's in those days was built around the "ivory towern accusationo 

It was charged that to read books was to escape from realitye No char ge could 

have missed the mark more widely~ But the reality to which the bodks led both 

students and faculty made the world beyond the campus seem very remote and very 

pale. There was on the campus an all-attractive excitemento Sometimes the excite= 

ment was frenzy, sometimes it was madness~ But it most often functioned as an 

attractive force that kept the attention of the community on the essential task 

and which drew outsiders into the orbit of the revolution~ 

The excitement which accompanied the revolution was of-ten, in itself~ attractives 

Even at the beginning the excitement was occasionally mistaken for t he main taske 

Some members of the student body and some members of the faculty felt that the 

revolution was failing as the excitement died down~ The coffee shop shook with 

metaphysical speculation for only eighteen instead of twenty-four holll"s a dayQ 

But a new tension was forcing its way onto the cam.pusj and another kind of 

excitement was provided for the old0 The second world was on before t he revolution 

of St~ John's was completed ~ The program of great books continued, but the war split 

the attention of the college @ The single minded revolutionary zeal for the program 

diminished as the war developed to its climax~ 
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Some members of the community felt that the ec1ll ege should cl ose f or the 

"duration"~ The college remained open t hr oughout the war 9 but t he revolution 

was over; finished before it had properl y matured~ 

But it is important to distinguish the sense in which the ravolution 1...ras 

over ~ This sense~ I think~ is very clear ~ The new program of studies was not 

only established philosophically as the proper form of l iberal educati n for 

our time~ but the embodiment of that philosophical understanding had r evived 

a moribund institution and was to survive the greatest social upheaval of the 

t wentieth century~ that is the second world war~ The essential vigor of the 

original idea was thus verified beyond any reasonable doubt~ 

The sense in which the revolution had not properly mat ured is somewhat more 

difficult to establish~ The world war scattered~ literally to the fo1ll" ends of 

the earth 9 a large part of the original St~ John~s army of revolution~ A large 

part of the student body and many of the yotnlger faculty members went into the 

armed servicese . The faculty members who remained at the College 9 fortunately 

t he more mature teachers, had to close ranks in order to surviYe 0 And the fact. 

that St~ John's College today is still offering a liberal arts education 'With~ 

out serious deviation from the original purpose of freeing men~s minds is 

largely due to the staff that simultaneously fought two wa~s on College Creek 

in 1941 to 1946, the World War and the St , John es war for S'U:i:"Vival~ The latter 

war had an appropriate culmination in the defeat of the Navyus attempt to con~ 

demn and appropriate for military purposes the campus and buildings of st. 0 

Johntts .., 

But while the war for survival was won, it was a war that had no relevance 

t o the main revolutionary effort~ But there was a much worse aspect~ The war 

f or survival occured during the period when the revolution should have been 

maturing~ when the formulation or orderly procedures f9r the continuation of 
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the new program should have been t aking placeo The energy and attention of the 

faculty .and student body would normally at t his poi nt have been turned t owards 

the tu-insti tutionalization10 of the great revolutionary insights and advances of the 

prevlous five or six year so 

For it was time t o settle down~ t o regularize~ to functionalize~ to dig 

channels through which the ordinary business of the College could be conducteda 

No revolution can or should be prol onged indefinitely ~ It is emotionally impossible 

to maintain the original zeal forever ~ it is immature to expect it to be maintained~ 

and it is unreasonable to attempt to maintain it beyond the point of the fullest 

development of the revolutionary idea ~ overextended zeal becomes frenzy, attenuated 

revolution becomes anar chy •b 

And so the College community was denied the satisfactions of seeing the fruit 

of their labor~ whole and good 9 and at the normal time in the development of the 

revolution~ For these satisfactions was substituted a relief at the removal of the 

threats to survival 0 And the task of consolidating the gains of the revolution had 

yet to be done., 

It was.11 I believe.11 not clearly understood at the end of the war that this was 

the all important job 1 for there were obstacles to the clear viewo The veterans of 

the war began to matriculate in the fall of 1945 and in eighteen months t hey were 

the major concern of the Collegeo On the whole they were ignorant of what had 

happened on the campus from 1937 to 19450 They were high strung because of their 

war experiences~ and, because the war was now behind them, as they thought , they 

also felt let down~ Their demands on the College werep by ordinary standards~ 

exhorbitant
9 

and the College felt a deep responsibility to try to satisfy the demands a 

Even on the orthodox campuses of the country where the formulae of instruct i on are 

at least clear$) if often pattyp the strains were great.. At St ., Johnts.11 the formulae 

of instruction were not at all clearo This was true not because there was obscurity 
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or disagreement about the ends, and indeed about most of the means of liberal 

education, but because the natural maturation of the educational princ~ples,_ 

which were clear in themselves, into rules for the conduct of classes, for 

example, had been interrupted by the world war and the local war for survival® 

The high tensions in the veterans themselves fostered the growth of the dis-

order that this fault in the College causeda This fault in the College was 

nobodyVs fault, except perhaps Hitler's ~ 

I should like to give you examples of what I mean " There was a rule then 5. 

as now, that attendance at all classes was required, except under certain 

clearly specified conditions , When one reads the rule in the catalogue it seems 

quite easy to understand$ The rule was originally formulated as part and parcel 

of the principle that there is no election of courses, no adding up of credits, 

no part of the program that can be omitted from the whole e But there was never 

from the very beginning any simple-minded hope that all students would go to 

all classes unless they were flat on their backs in the Infirmary with a fev-er 

of 105 degrees Fahrenheit . The purpose of the rule was to declare an important 

principle, that responsibility for his intellectual development lies ultimately 

and irrevocably with the student himself~ But attendance at classes in those 

days can only be described as scandalous. l'1hat then did the application of the 

rule, if it can be called such , consist of? It consisted simply of reminding 

the student of his responsibility to himself and a reiteration of the principle 

that coercion is foreign to that responsibility., What then happened when a 

student day after day, month after month did not go to ciasses, for of course 

there were such cases o In almost every case the student found his inability 

to shoulder his responsibility unbearable, and he voluntarily withdrew from 

the College. The mortality, for that is the very descriptive technical term 

which deans and registrars use for students who drop out of College, was 
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frightfully high., And all of you can recognize that this situation is a paradigm 

for others repeated ro..any times and in many other contexts ~ 

I should like to give one other example o In 1948 I was talking to a fellow 

tutor about a set of don rags that had just ended0 This tutor had his first 

tutorial of the day at lOgOO A@M ~ We were discussing the attendance problem~ He 

said that attendance i n his classes was normal, that is three to five students_ out 

of twelve attended most of the time ~ I asked what he had said about this in the 

don rags i> He replied that there was an almost universal student comment something 

like this v n1vm sorry that r can't get to tutorial~ but I donit hear the alarm 

clock in the morning 0 is And the student would go on to say~ "This is one of the 

most serious problems in my life at Sto John 1s 0 I think we should devote the don 

t · th. · g 1t The tutor then said to rag to a discussion 6f how I can ge up in e mornin @ 

me almost with tears in his voice,. '3At the next don rags I shall begin each one by 

spec~fically prohibiting the mention of an alarm clocko 

hangs on a Big Ben alarm clock, then we are doomedon And he walked sadly away~ 

The mournful part of this anecdote is that getting up in the morning ~ a 

tl t d t But uorst of all, how is one to discuss such a serious problem for 1e s u en ·:i w 

T.he dreadful taslc of tearing oneself out of sleep and out of problem rationally']· 

bed in the morning cannot be made less painful by all the very best dialectic from 

Plato to Whiteheade 

I do not mean to imply that the College had lost its way at this timeo It is 

an amazing tribute to the strength and clarity of the original revolutionary insight 

that the program of studies remains essentially the same after so many years of so 

much tribulationQ And even in the darkest times the reading of the best books of the 

western tradition continued; and there was some dialectic in the coffee shape 

* * * * 
this for You (students) who are now here are heirs to it I have spoken of all 



all~ Much of what I have said you are explicitly aware of~ The rest I am 

sure you have sensed~ But the imrna.nent occasion which has prompted me to try 

to tell you what you already know ~s an attitude occasionally encountered on 

this campus of a nostalgia for the "golden agen ... There is no doubt that there 

was an age different from the one we are now experiencing, and I have tried to 

characterize it as revolutionary .) The implication of the golden age story, 

namely, that it was a time we should try to copy, I flatly deny~ Revolutions 

have a natural life span 5 and although it is understandable that some members 

of the St ~ John•s community should want to prolong that extraordinary excite

ment which always accompanies a revolution, this by no means implies that it is 

a wise course of action0 The disorder, and it must be described as disorder 9 

which was so obvious at St John's from 1945- to the present has had two causes~ 

The first I have characterized as a failure of the revolution to mature into 

well-understood forms of social organization and communicationq This defect of 

the College as a social institution was magnified by the unusual tasks which 

the College undertook for the war veterans . 

The second cause lies in the normal development of an institution based on 

a revolutionary principle c The grand period of revolution is usually succeeded 

by a secondary period of adjustment, a period which I think is properly denomi= 

nated rebellious~ For the College, this period began in 1946 and is now coming 

slowly to a close ~ In the normal development of the forces now active in the 

College, the current period of rebellion will be followed by an era of relative 

calm, quiet, and obvious social worth ~, But I should say more about rebellion~ 

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish rebellion from revolution ~ 

Rebellion is a smaller movement, less ambitious, less grand than revolution 0 

Its aims are often confused and mingled and it is never idealistic as I have 

described revolution. It is often occasioned by a conflict of personalities~ 
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and it is frequently a fight for power ~ A revolution in its conception is spon

taneous (I do not mean instantaneous) and at its beginning is no-institutional for 

there are no institutional forms in existence capable of carrying the revolutionary 

idea 0 The institutions must be created from the whole cloth of the revolutionary 

idea a Rebellion always uses the current institutions, though it may change them 

drastically ,., A revolution fulfills a need which can no longer be denied0 Rebell-

ion fosters an adjustment which is more or less goodo Revolution fills a vacumn; 

rebellion replaces ~ A revolution is complete when it becomes embodied; a rebellion 

is over when the 11outs11 are in ,, Revolution is organic; rebellion is artificiaL 

Rebellions come after revolutions in time a 

The major source of confusion between the two movements is in the amount of 

excitement they create .., Rebellions can be fanatic ,) And at St o John's I think that 

the current rebellious fevers are sometimes mistaken by the rebels of both sides 

for the animation of revolutionn But I am sure that the revolution is over ~ 

Rebels often sense that their cause lacks the grandeur of revolution, and it 

is specifically this sense at St 0 John ' s that has led rebels and counter rebels s 

for we are all at the moment one or the other, either to long for the good old days 

of revolution or to overemphasize the defects of the good old dayse This is normal 

for the current period of adjustment "' The events in this adjustment have been 

important, but not grand0 The major phases of adjustment are easy to list: the 

departure of the founding administration in 1946-47; the formation of first a tem

porary administration ~ its development into a more permanent form and its sudden 

replacement by the present administration; the reorganization of the language 

tutorials and laboratory which began as a conscious reform in 1948 and is still 

continuing; the admission of women; and recently the accreditation of the College 

by the Middle Atlantic states Association; the new rules of residence; the sale 

of the Brice House; the progress of the current financial campaign; the student 
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procurement program; the general trend of t he College toward respectabilitya Any one 

or combination of these might be a death blow or life-saver for the College~ and in 

this sense these events are extremely importanto But in the revolutionary days they 

would have had an importance secondary to the development of the major ideas of the 

program. 

But some of you have expressed the fear to me that these events are indicative of 

a collllter revolution that will dissipate the accomplishments of the revolution. I do 

no~ think that they are~ but I understand your concern._ I think you are sometimes simply 

looking for trouble. When I returned to the College last Septemberj I found, for the 

first time at St .., John 1s, women in my classese I was asked how it seemed to have women 

in my classes.. The best answer I could manufacture was, "Well, it seems a good deal like 

having women in rrry classes." Actually the question had a kind of irrelevance I did not 

know how _to cope with. The problem seemed to me to be, not women in the classes at st. 

John's, but the importance attached to their presence And I apologize in advance for 

an apparent lack of gallantry, but I think the presence of women students at St~ Johnus 

makes very little difference to the College. 

You do well, however, to be critical of these developments, for there are certainly 

possibilities of counter-revolutionary moves. I would be very sceptical of a major move 

towards inter-collegiate athletics. But I am at th$ same time regretful that there is 

not more participation in the intra-mural program we havee 

There is one great defense against the counter-revolutionc This defense consists of 

the revolution which the program conceives and fosters in each of you~ No student can 

come to Sto John's and participate in the program without having a revolution take place 

i nside him. If this ever ceases to be true, then the program will be deado The whole 

point of the regularization that has taken place since 1946 is to create the optimum 

conditions for that individual revolution to take place by eliminating the distracting 

and irrelevant influences$ 
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In 48 hoursj) you, the class of 195.3 will become alumnio Someday sooner or 

later you will return to visit the CollegeG Someday sooner or later you will have 

to make some kind of judgment about the College o You will surely be asked to 

contribute money to the College and to make certain efforts in its behalf s How 

will you know that the College has not undergone an effective collllt er=revolution? 

After all it is hard enough to understand what ·. the College is doing while you are 

hereo I do .not laiow the answer to that question, and I'm sure that no one else 

doese But I can warn you not to confuse revolution ~ith rebeJlionq 

From this point on most of you graduates 'Will metamorphose from revolution~ 

aries to rebels to solid members of your communitye In these transitions you do 

not have to lose yo,ur critical faculties; you should sharpen them~ And donttt be 

dispirited~ Growing up~ becoming more mature is a painful process 9 but to be an 

adult is not necessarily to be dead~ I don~t think you should be surprised if 

the College continues to grow up and to settle downe 

Bon Voyage . 

--Raymond Wilburn 

(This art:icl..e is . substantially .the. t.ext of 1'i1re Wllburn° s , addresa at . the. class day 

exercises of June L3 9 l.95.3a = editors) 
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The Chorus Co~~s on the Death of Dylan Thomas 

On Monday was the t urning of the t i de , 

The .fier ce r hythYvi broken, and o a Arionrhod, 

Screaming her hysteric lust, stabbed t he swaggering Sun ~ 

In sudden night the rebel current was revoked; 

The bitch reclaimed her child~ 

In the attic~ we saw it happeno 

The quick flash presaging qtrl..et dusta 

Then the rain~ warm on futile pavements, 

Mimicked our dry tears 411 Unconvinced, 

We watched the notaries fill out the registe~ , 

We lined your grave with cautious metaphors 

And waited, no requiem to justify your bones. 

Death was a hoax. You~legacy was from the start, 

A spell of violence and blood. The crazy bell 

Sang in the swaying steeple~ 

Finding a sterile echo in shriller voices. 

You lured us through the vortex of our senses~ 

A grubby wunderkind, forging sacraments of slime and sex$ 

Your liturgy was anarchy for us; we seized the Chaos, not the Wordo 

And now your ghost still tracks us down, 

And molds our mourning to your image. A ruined generation 

Is your monument~ 0 poet~ we the living 

Regret youe We see today our cold responsibilities 

Through your dead eyes~ and long for what is lost. 

-=~James Taylor 

• 

THE USE OF WORDS 
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George Orwell once composed a sentence to illustrate some horrors of bad 

writing: "Objective consideration of contemporary- phenomena compels the con= 

clusion that success or failure in competitive activities exhibits no tendency 

to be commensurate with innate capacity, but that a considerable element of the 

unpredictable must be taken into account e'! You begin to get Mr0 Orwell 9s point p 

or points, when you read the verse in Ecclesiastes which is his original: 0 I 

returned, and saw under the sun that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle 

to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men of understandingj 

nor yet favour to men of skill, but time and chance happeneth to them all., '' 

The qualities that make the prose of Ecclesiastes better ·than the monstrous 

stuff of the parody include many of the qualities of good writing~ I want t o 

discuss two of themo 

In the first place, the writer of good prose ordinarily uses short words, 

mostly of native origin, rather- than the learned polysyllables that have come to 

us directly or indirectly from Latin and Greek~ Of course he does not always have 

a ·simple choice, since a long word of Latin or Greek origin may be more accurate 

than its shorter equivalent, as acguiesce and agree; or may carry connotations 

that the shorter word lacks, as conflagration and firee But~ as Winston Churchill 

has put it, "Broadly speaking, the short words are the best words; and the old 

words are best of all.ft The good writer usually chooses building2 not edifice; 

Brotherly love , not fraternal affection; end, not terminate; truth, not veracitx; 

change, not transmogrif~; spit, not expectorate; try, not endeavor. His hero does 

not become enamored, but falls in love; does not obtain a position, but gets a job 

Good English is made up largely of short words. 

This is a point that evidently needs to be made at St~ John•s. I have not seen 

much of the prose that Sto Johnnies write; but what I have seen, and still more what 

I have heard and heard of, suggests that many Ste Johnnies are victims of the poly= 
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syllabic plagueo They are of course not the only ones, for the plague has infected 

many writers today; but here it seems unusually banefulo If this is true~ there 

is probably no reason to blame the Books., The Books ar e good books , and the authors 

of good books arenvt lazy or pretentious or timid, whereas people who habitually use 

imported polysyllables aree Lazy writers recoil from t he task of thinking clearly, 

and welcome the great fuzzy words that merely fumble around a thought 0 Pretentious 

writers are simply impressed by size and sonority~ Timid writers 9 those ~ho are 

scared to commit themselves, scared of critical scrutiny, welcome long wor ds precisely 

because these words dongt say anything or say things ambi guously and with loopholes@ 

Whatever the reasons for this kind of writing~ the dangers are clear. For one 

thingp a sentence like Mro Orwell's parody doesn't say anything clearly to the readerp 

at l east not till he has re-read it several times. And unless the reader himself is 

a sld,.11fti:J:l ·translator, the most he can get from the sentence is something pretty 

shapeles s. Trying to communicate an idea with such words is like heaving clumps of 

wool at a target instead of shooting an arrow at ito Hobbes calls the result of such 

language "palpable darkness@"' For another thing, the mind that habitually wor ks with 

heavy, cumbersome tools is likely to turn out heavy, cumbersome thoughts; and after 

a time the tools fit the mind, and the mind the tools. Somewhere you want to put an 

end to this process, and it's certainly easier to begin with the words than the thoughts $ 

Another mark of good writing is that it is concrete~ That is, it strikes the senses : 

i t evokes picturesp sounds, smells, sensations of taste and touch ,. More broadly 9 

concreteness includes not only sense-impressions but all sorts of details--instances 9 

actions, examples~ illustrations, stories, statistics, descriptions ~ Without them 

no WTiting is interesting; without them no writing is likely even to be cleare The 

opposite of concrete is abstract; and abstract writing--generalizations 9 inclusive 

s tatements, abstracted from particulars_,,soon grows dull, irritating~ mystifyingQ Though 

most people know that as readers they prefer the concretej nevertheless as writers they 
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are guilty of monotonour abstraction 0 Most amateur writing is a string of 

"topic sentences," each of which shrieks its need of full development with 

details~ In good writing the proportion of detail to generalization is often 

as high as ten to one . In Plato's Republi c it is nine to one, if we use the 

book-divisions as our units of counting: In Book I all the main ideas of the 

dialogue are stated abstractly, and as A."' Ee Taylor says, 9Rtheir real signifi~ 

cance only becomes apparent as they are clothed with concrete detail in the 

full-length picture of the good man and the good comm.unity.n {Incidentally, 

Plato•s use of the concrete dialog1.le form is one reason why he is easier to 

read than, say, Aristotle~) On a smaller scale, most good expository paragraphs 

consist of a generalization--perhaps only implied--and a mass of details . It 

is not enough to state the theme or topic or point of a paragraphc Tne reader 

of a generalization asks, 'twhat do you mean, exactly~n or "I understand, I 

think, but what of it?" or llThat's clear enough, and significant, but is it 

true?" So the good writer stays with his idea t till he has amplified,.and elabor~ 

ated upon his generalization, piling up details till he has answered all the 

questions of his reader 0 This is the universal way, because it is the best way 

to communicate. You can see it in Darwin, for example, or Gibbon~ It is used 

over and over by Plato; for example, in The Republic, when Adeiroantus agrees with 

Socrates that the young must not hear poetry that distorts the nature of gods 

and heroes, he yet asks--as any reader would-11but just. what do we mean and what 

particular things?n and Socrates answers by citing and quoting Hesiod and Homer 

and Aeschylus, and by analyzing and commenting on themQ Perhaps more often, 

Socrates proceeds inductively, the details coming first, and then the abstraction 

from those details 0 How often, in his pursuit of abstract truth, does he speak 

of pilot and physician, horses and dogs , lyres and sandals and boxers. and bees~ 

How often does he resort to parables to make concrete, and therefore clear, the 
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most metaphysical notions ~ 

The good writer not only is lavish with detail but chooses concr ete wordso 

When he has to use abstr act words , he follows with a concrete rephrasing of the 

thoughto He knows that sword is more effective than weapon 9 and rapierp saberp 

cutlass even more effective . I nstead of vague verbs l ike walkp he uses sidlep 

stri~, plod,, tru~. Instead of horse, he uses pint2, £8._g~ fill ;r., He uses strong, 

vivid verbs and nouns (much more of ten than adjectives and adverbs) t o carry the 

weight of his idea $ He uses concrete figure~ of speech, and even onomatopoetic words 

like £ang and plunk and ~It 

Let me niake it clear that these two imperatives, Use short words and Be concrete~ 

apply with as much force to speaking as to writing~ Good writing is , after all ~ good 

talk ~ Sta Johnnies are reputed to be , and are, good talkers 0 But I think they would 

be better talkers if they used shorter words and spoke more concretely0 It is a 

diverting indoor sport to listen for pol ysyllabic abstractions, yours and othersv, 

and silently rephrase them in short , concr ete wordse It is good practice, too ~ 

This brings me to a well-known problem~ I am told that St 0 Johnnies, when asked 

to write an essay collapse into a twitching ~funk9 stalk the campus like zombies, 

thresh about like impaled beetles, and shed more blood than ink~ To the dozens of 

conj ectures why this is sos I want to add anotherg They forget that good writing is 

just good talks They think that the ordinary words of everyday use are unfit for 

paper, and they knock themselves out looking for magniloquent words and phrases that 

seem mor e like the writ ing in books ~ Of course there may be all sorts of other reasons 

like l ack of practice~ fear of committing oneself~ training in the quick stab-and-withdraw 

of the seminar as contrasted to the essayvs requirement of continuous and controlled dis~ 

course, and so one But I urge those who shudder at the thought of writing that they just 

isten t o themselves out their ideas, and if what they hear sounds like decent talk~ that 

they write i t down wor d for word, not t r anslate it into something allegedly loftier~ 
~James Tolbert 

2.3 
Nat·ur.. in the FiJ.JrIB 

A quick review cf the tar111 n s RAM progrJam S•'.:1 fa,r 'brings to mind at first 

a succession of Satu:eday night disappointme:.its t• Many of us who went to see f i lms 

w had been looking for ward too beaause their advanced reputation promised t hem 

to be exceptionally instl"u~-Gbre and entertaining later found ourselves leaving the 

gym f eeling it was an effort to have sat still i n one place for so long 0 But the 

same r etrospection also recall,_ an interesting theme that could be traced t hrough 

at least four of the fi:lJiw I sa~w v which were uttBeaver Valleyvfi 9 s11Nature o s Half .... 

.Acretl}·.ti WLand Without Bread1D and llUNannok of the North2n 9 all of wh:l.ch seemed to 

offer some comment on the subject of Man and Nature~ 

Of course 9 I mean Nature here in the rather comtuon non~philosophic sense 

t hat i sp it consists of the World Outdoorsg trees~ plantsD animals~ st:r;'eams, 

and t he phenomen.a of the seasons., In the Walt Disney films~ this world specifi

cally excludes m.anv who is by i..mplication an outsider to it$ Nature surrounds 

himD but he disr egards it, and stumbles accross it generally by accident every so 

ofteno On these occasions 9 he feels he has made a discovery of something both 

wonderful and terriblep but always fascinating~ and inevitably attempts to r elate 

it to hi.s Oltffi ordinary experience e This~ I susp8 Ct. !) is what Disney has done .for 

us in ~!}Nature H s Half AcreBI} and ~IJBeaver Valleym e His camera crews have penetrated 

relatively remote~ uncleared areas of this country and have captured with some 

accuracy what usually goes on in the natural world when it is undisturbed by a 

i--oreign intruder$ the audience is being given a rare privileged peek at what Nature 

!:_ealJy is like <9 But :J.n making the final movie$) a number of significant changes 

happen to what the camera has recorded 9 so that the total experience is something 

quite different from the original eventslD Nature i s treated as a body of actors~ 

-
and since none of t hese actors was rehearsed$ :Vl.l"a Disney has prm.rided scripts for 

them through skillful editing~ spoken commentary9 and a suggestive musical back~ 

ground~ 
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Without doubt there is both wonder and terror in these films, and even those 

of us who have become numb to such things through being stultified with clinches 

about Primordial Life-Urges, and Nature's Gruel Extravagance etc e must have been 

really moved and impressed - at times. But the emotional experience was radically 

limited; the narrator may have been only too literal in renlinding us that NatureVs 

Half Acre might be in our ovm back yard, since the animals and plants are made into 

familiar human prototypes, and their habits evoke very ordinary emotional responses 0 

You admire , or maybe deplore the sober industriousness of the humorless beaver , you 

are amused by the antics of the rascally, impertinent otters, you despise the vile~ 

predatory jackal, and almost invariably you say rtaww-h-h'' at the cute, cuddly, little 

baby animals ~ The clever use of musical as well as spoken analogies reveals a view 

of Nature that is remarkably like the one in children's literature where alliteratively 

named creatures, (e ee. Buddy Beaver, Charlie Chipmunk, and also MrQ Disney's Donald 

Duck) are made to go through_ plausibly human adventures . I may be misinterpreting 

Disney's intention here; it is not impossible that he is insisting that we too are 

ultinately a part of Nature, and share certain elementary experiences with the other 

creatures . But what emerges much more convincingly is a systematic reduction of Nature 

to human connnonplaces, through which this unknown, fascinating world is shown to be 

reassuringly like our own, and there's nothing more to worry about$ 

"!and Without Breadn is a rather difficult essay to evaluate, if only for purely 
n ' 

mechanical reasons, such as the inaudible narrative 0 The film was apparently devoted 

t o a study of the Hildanos, a little known race of people who live in the mountains 

of central Spain under conditions of incredible poverty and degredation. Here again, 

Nature is an object of fascination, but in this case a wholly negative fascination& 

I n this country we are introduced to a demonic, actively hostile, menacing agency that 

fights back the feeble efforts of the Hildanos and their domestic beasts for survival~ 

ctually, this became so exaggerated as to seem false and monstro~s; after a certain 

--
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point , I thought that the stinking=corpse='With~maggots motif was being rubbed 

in my face rather gratuitously~ If the producer» Luis Bunuel intended his 

movie as an instrument of Social ProtestJ its rhetorical effectiveness is doubt= 

f'Ule It would be difficult t o feel real pity for these deformed degraded beings 

from whom the human spirit seemed almost completely missing~ and the film became 

the pointless display of a horrible anom.a.lye The most probable reaction was not 

"Something ought to be done cu. nw but a compulsive shudder" For this discussion 9 

howeverp ttLand Without Breadrt· is a remarkable counterpart to the Disney pictures o 

It also reworks the recorded observations of the camera into terms of ht:nna.~ 

conventions, in this case mald.ng a continuity out of isolated events that are 

upsetting and repugnant to human sensibilitye 

"Nanook of the North'~ present a radically dif'ferent treatment of Naturee 

Here we have neither Mr. Disneyvs sunny back yard where the wild creatures perform 

a staid ballet to the predictable tune of the seasons, nor the demonic, malevolent 

destructiveness of the land without breadG If it is anything~ Nature in this film 

is a world that includes man, i . e~ Nanook and his family, as an integral part and 

is neither sheltering nor hostile~ although both these aspects might be read in 

arbitrarily() .Although I am informed that the print of liNanook" we say was sub= 

stantially and insensitively cut 1 enough integrity remained to make an intelligible 

pattern discernable. What is striking, even astonishing, is the artlessness of 

this film; the cam.era was not a furtive eye~ spying on unknowing actors, but a real 

participant in the life being recorded by Robert Flaherty@ The absence of spectacu= 

lar photography in a setting that almost begged for it 9 and the flat~ neutral tone 

of the narrative may have caused a few dull spots, but also pointed toward a view 

of Nature as simply impersonal, nothing more than the sunnnation of the realities 

of survivalo In these surrotmdings from which he is inseparable~ Nanook is seen 

as a creature of virtue and dignity who is too immediately and vi tally concerned 
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with finding food and shelter fcir himself and his family to detach himself from 

Nature, and then to objectify it Food is there 9 and Nanook has to hunt it out, 

the same snow freezes his face and chtlls his bones and provides a houseQ We prob= 

ably admire Nanook for his strength and skill in his fight for survival~ but the fight 

is always with this seal or that storm, and not Tu~th mysterious powers and agencies~ 

We seem to have at least three definitions of Nature i mplied in the films we are 

considering here~ all of which can be related to certain familiar traditions. Disney 

gives us a Nature in terms of a comfortable, prossaic folklore~ Bunuel states the 

extreme of the "red in tooth and claw•~ myth of the romantics, making Nature a cruel 

and inimical force that bears for man a morbid, obsessive fascination G Flaherty, in 

the middle of these two , suggests a Nature in which man is another species that fights 

like the others to exist , distinguished only by his arts and his concern with the family~ 

But strangely in this picture , which we have claimed to be the most faithful to Nature ~ 

there i s no Nature, only the natural world, which is quite a different thinge 

In this way, the films offer a r ather striking demonstration of an idea that we 

are probably all aware of: that only m2!1, after having detached himself from the natural 

world, looks back on it and rediscovers it as Nature ~ The abstract and fictive quality 

of that term itself implies the t ransformation that actually took place between the 

evidence of the camera and the final product in two of the ins~ances we have cited~ since 

in tUNanookt where transformation was at a minimum, Nature was never more than a succession 

of numerous particular events e Thi.s is not to say that the Disney and Emmel efforts are 

necessarily invalid on that account~ although my opinion remains that they are not success

ful film.so The important thing that emerges from this study is the fact that Nature is 

a fiction that results from the imposition of the art of the film on the raw material 

that the camera sees, but it is never properly speaking the real object of the camera~ 

For whatever significance this fiction has, and from its repeated occurrence in literature, 

graphic represemtation, and our ordinary experience I suspect it is a highly significant 
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one , we must look not to the natural world but to the mind of man as artist 

and should expect to find something of the answer in the rules of his art
0 

James Taylor 

SJ 



28 The English T1 torial : A First Repor t 

When it was announced last sp(t'ing ·P-.at, t l1ere ···ould be E l' r i w an ng 1sh tutorial in the 

sophomore year, two questions i mmediately arose: (1 ) Why, in terms of the stated 

purposes of the language tutorial, was it decided to make the change? and (2) What 

will be the particular aims and methods in the proposed tutorial1 These questions are 

stil l being asked along with the question of whet .er th~ tutorial seems to be accom-

pl ishing its aims~ I am aware of obvi ous difficulties in trying to answer these ques~ 

tions as a member of the tutorial and with less than a third of the year gone by" 

Still, there may be certain advantages in such a position~ 

The catalog states... rtThe t · f th wo main purposes o e Language Tutorial are to make 

the student understand the nature of language as the hurnan way to articulate and convey 

thoughts, especially with respect to their own mother tongue; and to support the seminar 

by a much closer scrutiny of texts-.. A. thi d · ~ r aim - an~ one of minor importance - is the 

learning of the three foreign languages themselves?" The 1tstatement of Educational 

Policy and Programtt of 1951 calls for UA greater emphasis on the means to articulate~ 

to expound and to co-orainate thoughts; i.e . a greater emphasis on the development of 

synt actical and rhetorical skills - , best shown in writingo This, in turn, demands a 

greater concentration on grannnar 0 " 

Clearly, communication requires a knowledge of grammar 0 Grammar enables us to 

arr ange words in such a way as to make clear the t· ul 1 t par ic ar re a ionship of the things 

which they signify, i.e~ the intended meaning~ And this same knowledge enables us, by 

examining a given arrangement of words, to discover the · t d in en ed meaning . A sound 

knowledge of grammar is especially important in writing for one cannot ask a writer t o 

~ a ecause o e conscious effort required to under= explain what he means~ It seems th t b f th 

stand t he grammar of a passage in Greek, the meaning is made clear, often clearer t han 

that of t he English passages we read. o th th h d n e o er an we are so accustomed to using 

English t hat we ordinarily get t o the meaning of an Engli"sh sentence without attacking 

· gra.mmaro But , unfortunately, this familiarity often causes us to neglect the grammar 

.. 
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which leads us to misunderstand what we are reading 9 and to fail to convey the 

intended meaning in what we wri t e.. Thi s neglect seems to be the cause of what 

the 1949 College Catalog cal ls tTJbabbling minds 0 n 

It appears then, t hat the syntactical anal ysis , examination of possible mean-

ings of words, consider ation of contexts , etc 0 l earned and practiced in the Greek 

tutorial may very profitably be appl ied in examining the nature of the misunder-

standings that occur in Engl isho This may be done by writing with a conscious 

effort toward clarity, and analyzing the re·sul t in such a way as to avoid errors 

in reading and to discover the errors in writinge Especially in view of the 

difficulty in analyzing one's own writing in this way, this sort of analysis would 

seem to be an appropriate activity for a Sto John ' s tutorial~ . 
A great many students have so little formal knowledge of English grammar that 

some study of it in the tutorial seems necessary, to make possible the sort of 

writing and analysis I have described~ Many of us even have a tendency to apply 

Greek grammar to English, where it sometimes fits and sometimes does not o For 

example, a sentence appeared in the tutorial which endedn • • • of that delineated, 11 

using delineated as a substantive participle . This is simply not English. 

Besides the difficulties in regard to understanding English , there is the 

problem of constructing a coherent exposition of some subject, especially in 

. writing a paper . Few of us have any adequate ability to do this as a legacy from 

our previous education. Fewer still, if any, are touched by the Muse . Consequently, 

the general reaction to the necessity for writing a paper is a sort of terror . It 

seems that actually writing a considerable number of papers is necessary to overcome 

this . 

To show how the English tutorial seems to be dealing with these problems, and 

in general what is going on in i t, the simplest approach seems to be a rough, 

approximately chronological account of some of the activities of the tutorial of 
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which I am a member, noting at the same time that the other two tutorials are 

apparently doing much the same thing@ 

We began by writing simple descriptions of objectso These descriptions were 

discussed in terms of the questions "What . did the writer mean and how did he succeed 

or fail to convey his meaning?tt, and 11Wi t.h respect to what may a thing be described?": 

This latter question led to a discussion of the possible kinds of predication, largely 

i n terms of the first nine chapters of the Categories of Aristotle @ This one assign= 

ment, then, led to practice in analysis of writing, practice in paper-writing, and 

f urther, to a discussion of particular problems of language o Many subsequent assign= 

ments realized similar multiple purposes. 

Next, the attempt to write a description of a description prompted a discussion 

of impositions. In describing a written word, one may consider its meaning, e$gQ, 

"The~ is said to be old1'; consider it just as a grammatical entity, e.g.,,tttMan·' is 

a nounn or ttt}fu.n' is used as a subject"; or consider it only as a physical object, eQg0, 

" 'Ma.n 1 is made o.f ink.n These are examples respectively of the first, second, and zero 

impositions. Describing a painting, and describing that description brought out new 

pr oblems; for example, whether the painting itself was a description~ Here the distinc= 

t i on first arose between a sign for something by convention, such as a word, and a sign 

by likeness, which is called an image. Attempts to communicate the meaning of a sentence 

by means of images indicated that there are some "things"· which cannot be clearly commu-

nicated in this way. The attempts were in the form of a sort of cartoon drawing, great 

fun ~ For example:-

'\1/ E f c~1 T 1-( P~=r· 
- I. \.. ' • 

-
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Writing a summary of Categor ies · 1=9 was valuable i n showing clearly the 

two possible sources of errorg misunderstanding of what was read ~ and fail= 

ure to communicate the intended meaning~ Making a simple ~ brief comparison 

of Genesis and Plato's TimaeE..@. and trying to summarize Mr . Darkey 1s lecture 

on Virgil served similar purposes e We tried usi ng .Aristotle's categories as 

a method of analyzing an extremely complicated sent ence from Virgil ~ This 

involved breaking down the seritence into propositi ons and then determining the 

category of each preclicate o Then, turning to a little gray gra.mmar, written 

by a Mr. Nesfield (it was selected, it seems, on account of being concise , 

unpretentious and inexpensive) , we tried to make some sort of comparison be-

tween the categories and the "parts .of. speech~ n 

A.s an example of the things we discussed~ - it was noticed that of all the 

parts of speech, Aristotle defines only nnoun" and 1•verb, 11 ttnonnl• as a sign 

having no reference to time, "verb" as having a reference to time and as a 

sign which 11indicated that something is asserted of something .. u One might, it 

was suggested, understand other parts of speech as nouns in Aristotle's sensec 

For example 1 ngreen," called an "adjective , ru is a "sign with no reference to 

time" for a certain quality, and that quality is a thing ~ Another thing dis= 

cussed~ -Aristotle refers to words in the sense of sounds or written marks as 

nsigns by conventiona'11 But it seems that some interjections might be natural 

sounds, such as an inarticulate scream, while others, like "ouch , " do seem to 

be signs by convention., For we say that i1ouch" may be mispronounced (or if 

written, misspelled) , while obviously no such thing may be said of the scream~ 

But the distinction is perhaps shaky. 

lit about the same time as the ttbeginning of Nesfield," we read and attemp-

ted to paraphrase short, metaphor-laden poems by Emerson and Yeats .. The variety 

of interpretations was startling ~ By syntactical analysis 9 careful examination of 
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t he metaphors, etc ., the various interpretations were finally narrowed , in each 

case, to something approaching a conrrnon rmderstanding~ As a final example, one 

which brings the accormt almost up to t he present , here i s part of a passage analyzed 

into implicit and explicit simple sentences: 11 0ne can make a determinationo One can 

act in all circumstances the part of a good manQ One must come to ruin. There are 

so many. They are not good. A ruler has wishes ~ He can maintain himself . He must 

l earn. One can be not good~ One can use that ability. One can neglect that abilitye 

There are refinements.," The source is Machiavelli ' s The Prince , Chapter 15 .Try to 

r eassemble this into the original version; it may lead, for one thing, to an apprecia-

tion of conjunctions. 

I know nothing about the future course of the tutorial , except that there have 

been some vague hints · about Shakespeare . Perhaps something vtlll be done in accordance 

with Mr. Wilburn's recent observation that more attention should be paid to poetry~ 

As to the evident achievements so far, English :grammar is being learned; the members 

of the tutorial seem, in terms of both of the difficulties stated in the beginning , to 

be writing better; and the discussions in general have achieved an awareness of a 

great many problems of language . My vantage point is not one that permits a general 

evaluation of the English tutorial a Moreover, since the present plan of the tutorial 

i s probably tentative, and since in the light of one year•s experience changes will 

undoubtedly be made, it seems that no such evaluation will prove too meaningful until 

the tutorial has been tried for several years * 

James w. Jobes 

MET ATHALAMION 

nHaving reach n d the age of disi~retionD I .de©ided ag&inst :marriage ai e o a~ 
. Memoirs~ ~o - Gordon-=Mau:r>ie 

I 

We were poor and _slept_ together 

In iron beds whose de~or" 

Knobs and bars 9. a.swell were .known 

To each of us 9 not as stars = 

Since the sky was _never' seen" 

Nor had the meaning whU;h the sly 

Greeks have given . . ~ 9 . but a~ Ol.U"' bodies"' 

Where ea.ch of three 9 _nightlr rl,ven 

By their love 9 whi~h :was habitual 

And innocent.si st.cod .above 

Excitement and_. were intimat-ely 

Borede 

Prevented_ us~ . da'(: k was- broken 9 

Fled in many for_got-ten pieces 9 

And washing earned_ e~h .. a penny 

If our hands seemed. _newly clean.P 

And so we thoughtDaddy0 slands.P 

Riches skill werre greater than . 

The mo~-t we knew~ then . the -~till 

Growth had . come ~ __ and .I .was left 

To sleep alone~ _ they had. some 9 

The otheT~ 9 knowledge now 

How poor we wereo 
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Genny , Genny, Genny fair 

Who alone can bear 

The intimacy 

Of me beside _a theeQ 

r. r 

Sister. sisterp not o:f blood.? 

Of chance -&nd not . . intent 

Who . alone will at.em. the .. ..flood · 

Of these~ indifferent. 

Blessed be .thy birth 

Which gave thy mother .. mirth. · 

And bless 8d thlL death, 

Has given thee 

Reality 

III 

In nineteen'!'O'.fifteen, gold"!!!toothetl,. c.ane a~twirl, 

He saw from Pit.tsburgh 1 . .s streets. the world a.,.,,whirl 

In chaos.1' for itu s restl.as.s energies 

Accomplished nothing mu~h.1' . were bent to seize 

The means of a1l production.JI that . is, .squeeze 

The prof its !rom _.tho.se caµ1.:t.tlistic swine, 

Whose usuries .forbade . the poor to dine., 

He, in ambition's slight .illuminationsp 

Considered doubtfully his expectations 

Within the context given; with the sight 

Of sweat=shops as .his. surety of rightp 

He cheerfully. opposed the settl.e-d might 

Of ha.bit» toppled inbred piety.P 

Haphazard formed our new.society<!> 

He organized the labor.it.es in t .eams; 

He fought the Wobbli.es 9 enter ed int.a schemes 

To foster .unions in the A .. F 910 

Go teach them bastards. that. v d gladly sell 

Their mothers for .a .. buck the little. man 1 s 

Woke up g- we u re done. .wi tu be.in w also .... rans! u 

Thi.s shy and powerful. .. and .stunted mam 

His hair wa.s slickj) hi.s_ shoe.a .we.re bl&ck and. tanp 

His gra.sp .:w.as sure.9 . his .lone.line.ss acute.i> 

Read Dante .of a ni.ght .. ancLf ear.ed the brute.\) 

His ignorance inside..~ he .. culled tl;le loot 

Of all he fought; . mastered Latinj) . thoughtr, 

Read Wells and Shaw_ (whose works . entire he. .. bought) 

·He was a~ lonely as before = a.t meals 9 

Half=cooked in rented rooms P he heard_ the .. peals 

Of children laughing; he he.ar1Ltb.L men content o 

He belched his lonelinessp-_fell: sentiment 

Too inbredj). mocking hi.s experimentc · 

He seldom crie.d i) he often - ra.ged in_ vain j · 

He read his books~ they did not ea~.e his .pain 
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Remembered thus 9 t he t emporal. r ythms t hat 9 

On foreign flesh bego.t h±s fie.sh -~ a s·p.it 9 

He could not know9 originated him~ 

A sexual. argument.I' a .t lif .P a_ whim -

Gave purpose to the univer.se.9 the r im 

Of all creation blurred into a childg 

The desert spat .. the .. hermit out~ defiled 0 

I am the visible mark of his sin.9 

The nocence unremit.ting entered in 

By innocence 9 whose simple ..ecstasies 

He trusted~ I am _whom he d.ai]__y .. sees 

By accident reforge eternities 

That were his own·.1> nor have I for him .wept 

But for his unfree love which he h&s .kept., 

Oji wish we never had .each other met.ll 

The r ather than we knew each . othe:r well; 

Beguile our ye.ars~ a.dmi.t nat. .Adam'..s debt, 

Where in Great.ion each» hi.s. fatherjl f.ell 0 

In my fond and satyr.le morn)) when my -brute and animate 

natur e lie a awake in plea.surel'. ha...ve. I .not rememl;>ered 

t hee jJ turned and kissed thine arm in .sati.at.e love? 

\rfuy .1> having this .1> must _thou .w.:ish more 9 

And wish a wish that .wo.unde me _sore? 

JI 

.. 

In sounds repeated!> which is the womb of nominationv have I not 

named thee thy .name.s g more infinite are thy names than .the possible 

Name5 of God, nor i.s few t he number of thy names. -.ctual o 

vfuy ha_ving this.!> must thou wi.sh more 9 . 

And wish a wish that. wounds me.sore? 

In eating
21 

.in bread and salt and oil and wine ~ upon the table 

and the flo or 
9
. and on the bed warms coffee in a. cruet.9-- have I 

not bl e.ssed thee P· . and .given . thee mine SJ· and taken thine? 

Why 9 having this» must. thou wish .. more .1> 

And wish a wi.sh that wounds. me_ sore? 

I have pressed my warm .and mascul.ine o;=?f'lo:wing veins against thy 

feminine=willing si.dea? upon thy vents. and stops.1> thl.ne ori !ices 

and mute flesh
9 

have my h~ds.1> and .i> yea_» my b ody grown tir ed 

in praise of thee~ 

Yet having this.1> thou dost_wish more.1> 

And wish a wish that. wounds. me sore .. 

=.,,,Bernard Jacob 

eRJllNTfD /'iT THf :,T JOl·IN1S COLL£&£ PRES'S lEY TACK NADOL 
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